


Tenders: when ? 

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 99

Most purchasing above a certain value is undertaken using a tender process. The reason a tender 
process is preferred is due to its nature, which:

• is formal and regulated. Above certain order values, it must be undertaken according to 
international rules.

• allows any supplier to place an offer. In other words, it is open to ‘free market’ forces.
• uses a standard written bidding format which ensures all suppliers provide information and 

prices for the same specified elements of the bid, and there is no space for anyone to offer 
added incentives. In other words, it is transparent. 

• ensures that each supplier’s bid is confidential and that no supplier can know what their 
competitors are offering. A tender process also encourages each supplier to provide a good offer 
if they hope to win. In other words, it makes the bidding competitive.

• does not allow negotiation between the supplier and health service staff, which de-personalizes 
the process. In other words, it avoids corruption. 

• has formal written procedures and rules which are quasi-legal. In other words, breaking the 
rules amounts to fraud/criminal deception.
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Tendering: Advantages and Disadvantages

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 101 dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

Advantages
• suitable when multiple reputable suppliers are available and likely to be interested 
• suitable for large contracts, large equipment value, and high volume/bulk equipment purchase
• suitable when transparency and formal procedures are required to avoid allegations of corruption
• suitable if funding organizations require a process open to the free market competition

Disadvantages
• suppliers may quote a price that is too low in order to win, leading to subsequent disputes if goods or 

services supplied are unsatisfactory
• once the bid is closed, you cannot change any of the tender conditions
• unsuitable for technically complex equipment 
• a slow process and therefore not suited for emergencies
• an expensive process in terms of administration (clerical staff, stationery, postage costs, etc.)
• requires a high level of purchasing expertise, including knowledge of sources and supplier qualifications, 

preparation and evaluation of bids, etc
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Tender procedure:  Steps

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 99/163

1. Document preparation 
2. Publication

• Invitation to Bid
• Purchase Documents

3. Opening bids
4. Analysis of bids
5. Notification
6. Contract preparation
7. Fabrication & Delivery time
8. Installation, Commissioning & Training
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This Lecture 
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Item Information

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 99/163

the Item Information in the purchase document 
includes the specification (requirements) with 
respect to:

• equipment quality
• documentation
• aftersales support
• installation/commissioning requirements
• maintenance
• training provision
• delivery requirements
• consumable products
• quality control
• warranty requirements
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See: Generic Equipment Specification
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Order Information: Instructions for Bidders

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 163

the Order info should cover everything else that a potential supplier needs to know when preparing and 
submitting a bid. The section: Instructions for bidders:

• project description (context)
• how the cost of the offer should be presented, and in what currency
• how the relevant forms must be completed
• details of the closing date and procedures for submitting offers
• bid/quote opening details
• regulations covering the tender/quotation, such as eligibility requirements (evidence of arrival on time, 

all parts completed and signed, samples enclosed, etc.)
• other documents required, such as bid forms, bid and performance securities, brochures, 

manufacturer’s specifications and certificates
• any special clauses, such as procedures for:

• requests for modifications and clarifications to the offer
• bid withdrawals
• bid amendments and variations in quantity.

• monitoring criteria for goods and services (usually delivery and quality of performance).
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Order Information: Evaluation and Award Criteria

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 163

This section covers the criteria and procedures for bid evaluation, award, and notification. Here you specify:

• general compliance criteria (for example, the offer conforms to all terms and conditions, the bidder 
is qualified to supply, the bidder has a local representative in your country able to provide aftersales 
service support)

• the product selection criteria 
• the importance of the technical specifications, and the fact that financial criteria will only be 

considered after the technical criteria have been met
• any scoring system and weighting system, if used for adjudication 
• the supplier qualification criteria 
• criteria for disqualification 
• any legal reasons why offers may be rejected
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Warranty requirements

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 163

Includes your preferred/required warranty period and start date. 

Ideally, the warranty period on new equipment should not begin until installation and acceptance testing 
are complete. A common warranty period is 12 months. 

Often, however, there is little choice. For instance:
• For European Union/European Development Fund purchased equipment, the warranty begins 

from the time of receipt.
• For World Bank purchased equipment, the warranty begins from the time of shipment.
• It is common for a health facility to lose several months of free parts and service from the 

manufacturer because new equipment is not immediately installed
• Some suppliers will agree to different conditions, such as the warranty lasting:

• 15 months from shipment
• 12 months from installation
• 12 months from the date of handover, if the time elapsed is not 12 months from shipment.
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Order Info: Payment Conditions

Procuring medical equipment HTM Guide 3, page 163

1. Specific requirements for payment
2. Validity period of quotes/bids
3. Validity period of contract prices
4. Details of payment schedules
5. Payment methods and terms
6. Details of bid security and performance security arrangements
7. Penalties for default
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These details describe the payment terms that the suppliers must conform to:-
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Payment 
conditions
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Order Info: payment conditions

Procuring medical equipment 

• Cash is only used for small amounts of low value items that you purchase locally to your health facility out of 
‘petty cash’ (usually used for payments in advance and on receipt).

• Cheques are normally used to pay local suppliers (usually used for payments in advance, on receipt, and 
phased payments).

• A bank draft is a bank guaranteed cheque and therefore works almost like cash.
• An ‘authority to pay’ letter is issued by the buyer to his or her bank. Funds are then transferred to the 

supplier’s bank once goods have been received, resulting in payment (usually used for payments on receipt, 
and phased payments).

• The most secure way to pay is to use a Letter of Credit (LOC). This is an interbank document stating that 
money is available in the buyer’s bank for the contracted supplier to claim once the job has been completed. 
To do this, the supplier must present evidence (within a given time period) that the goods have been 
supplied (shipping documents, etc.) and that all the terms and conditions stipulated in the contract have 
been met (the buyer’s handover certificate, etc.). Then the bank can credit the supplier’s account.
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Order Info: payment conditions: bid security

Procuring medical equipment 

A bid security (or ‘bid bond’) is a financial guarantee 
given by the potential supplier at the time a bid is 
submitted. It is normally only used for larger tenders. Its 
purpose is to provide the buyer with some protection 
against irresponsible bids and encourage suppliers to live 
up to their obligations. It may take the form of:

• cash
• a certified cheque
• a bank draft
• a state bond or other negotiable bank document
• a bank guarantee from a reputable bank.

This security (normally one per cent of the value of the 
offer) is forfeited if the successful bidder withdraws the 
offer or refuses to agree to contract requirements.

A performance security (or ‘performance bond’) is a 
deposit given by the supplier at the time the contract is 
awarded. It gives the buyer some protection against 
failure to deliver/perform and encourages the supplier to 
fulfil their contract obligations. However you may decide 
that phased payments provide enough security instead. 
Performance securities are mainly used for contracts for 
services that are not linked to the purchase of goods. For 
example, they might be used for a service contract after 
the warranty has expired, since all the goods will have 
been paid for by the time the service contract starts.
A performance security may take the form of:

• a bank guarantee from a reputable bank
• an irrevocable letter of credit.
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In your purchase document, you need to specify any ‘securities’ required from the supplier. There are two 
common types:
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Order Info: standards and quality requirements

Procuring medical equipment 

In the order information, you need to provide details of how the supplier shows that they conform to the 
standards (specified in the ‘item information’). You need to detail your requirements for:
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• quality and safety standards or certificates for each product, to be 
provided with the bid/quote 
• registration with any national or health service provider authority that 

controls and oversees quality and compliance of imported healthcare 
technology (if applicable in your country),
• any other relevant evidence of quality assurance, to be submitted with the 

bid/quote and each shipment.
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Overview Tender Documentation
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Overview Tender Documentation
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